Introduction
The theory of charge carriers weak localization and interactions was developed for disordered metals, semimetals and degenerate semiconductors. [1] [2] [3] As expected in Mott theory the transition metal-insulator occurs abruptly. The theory of weak localization assumed that the transition from metallic to insulator state, in which the electron wave function decreases exponentially, is not abrupt. There is an intermediate region of structures in which the electron wave function decreases slowly. A charge carriers weak localization is due to interference of direct and elastically scattered backwards on the inhomogeneities of structure electronic waves. In the theory of electron-electron interaction inelastic interactions of electrons with each other and with phonons or other degrees of freedom is taken into account. If the condition k F L $ 1 occurs the character of electron-electron interaction is qualitatively changed, because during the interaction time electrons are scattered repeatedly at impurities or defects. Quantum effects of charge carriers weak localization and interactions lead to the appearance of abnormal temperature and magnetic field dependences of transport properties. In first abnormal low-temperature dependence of electrical resistance is observed for fine crystalline graphite in Refs. 4 and 5. It was shown that a sharp proportional to T 1/2 increase of electrical resistance for fine crystalline graphite can be explained in the terms of theory of weak localization and interaction of charge carriers. As another manifestation of quantum effects in this material negative magnetoresistance in fine crystalline graphite was found.
As it was shown in several papers there are quantum effects of weak localization and interaction of charge carriers in the multiwall carbon nanotubes. [6] [7] [8] [9] More pronounced weak localization and interaction effects are for two-dimensional systems. Graphite intercalation compounds (GICs) are natural two-dimensional electronic systems in which carriers move mainly in a direction parallel to the planes of graphite, so the charge carriers system in GICs of low stages can be seen as degenerate dimensional electron gas, two-dimensionality of which is associated with structural features of the electronic structure of GICs.
Abnormal transport properties were revealed for GICs based on graphite fibers and high oriented pyrolitic graphite (HOPG) also. [10] [11] [12] [13] These anomalies authors are associated with the manifestation of the weak localization and interaction effects.
However, despite a number of researches on these effects in GICs, question about the ratio between contributions of weak localization and interaction effects is open. Also conclusion on observation of weak localization and interaction effects in the GIC based on HOPG is ambiguous. So, the aim of this work is to investigate the low-temperature anomalies in resistivity of GICs based on graphites with different structure perfection and to establish the nature of these anomalies.
Experimental results and discussion
As source for intercalation two types of graphite with different structure perfection were used. These are highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) (distance between layers d 002 ¼ 0.335 nm, crystallite size L ¼ 100 nm) and fine crystalline pyrolytic graphite (FPG) (d 002 ¼ 0.340 nm, L ¼ 30 nm). For both types of graphite there is a significant anisotropy of crystalline structure.
The specimens of graphite intercalation compounds with antimony chloride (SbCl 5 ), iodine chloride (ICl), aluminum chloride (AlCl 3 ) and bromine (Br 2 ) were obtained with standard two-temperature method. 2 As it is known, intercalation of graphite results in orderly arrangement of intercalates layers in the graphite matrix and the formation of ordered structure of intercalates layer.
Investigations of structural characteristics of obtained GICs were carried out with x-ray diffraction method. The identity parameters I S were determined from 00l-dif-fraction patterns of each GICs specimens and then compounds stages S were calculated with use
where d i is the thickness of intercalates layer. Table 1 presents the synthesis conditions, composition; stages number s and identity period I S for the obtained GICs. In Table 1 also ratios of resistivity at room temperature to resistivity at T ¼ 4.2 K(q a4.2 /q a300 ) are shown.
The resistivity along graphite planes (q a ) in GICs specimens was measured in temperature interval from 4.2 K to 293 K by standard for-probe method. Resistivity measurement error was 0.05%. Figure 1 presents the temperature dependences of resistivity q a for obtained GICs. As it is seen at the figures intercalation leads to a decrease of the resistivity and to change the resistivity temperature coefficient from negative sign in the source graphite on a positive sign in inter-calated graphite. For all specimens of GICs based on FPG in temperature dependence q a (T) there is a wide minimum. The exact position and value of minimum vary for different specimens. So for second stage GIC with SbCl5 minimum is observed at T ¼ 38 K, for GIC with ICl minimum is observed at T ¼ 20 K, while for GIC with AlCl3 minimum is at T ¼ 87 K and for GIC with bromine minimum is at T ¼ 150 K. Note, that for GICs based on HOPG in dependence q a (T) minimum is not observed at any temperature.
Let us analyze the main mechanisms that determine the temperature dependence of resistivity in the GICs of acceptor type. As you know GICs of acceptor type are twodimensional electronic systems, two-dimensionality of which is due to features of their electronic structure.
In the terms of two-dimensional GICs electron structure model of Blinowski and Rigaux 14 two-dimensional resistivity for two stage compound can be written as
where k F is the Fermi wave vector, L ef is the effective mean free path. In approaching of independence of different mechanisms of charge carriers scattering
where L b is the free path of the charge carriers scattering on the boundaries of crystallites and L T is the mean free path in the temperature-dependent charge carriers scattering mechanisms. Consider the main carrier scattering mechanisms, that cause the temperature dependence of the electrical resistivity q a (T) in GICs. In first, this is electron-electron scattering, which leads to the quadratic temperature dependence of electrical resistivity. 15 However, according to estimates, resulted in a number of works for the second stage GICs with SbF 5 , 16 the mean free path of carriers scattering each other is 7 Â 10 À5 m at 100 K. This value is significantly greater than the mean free paths at scattering of charge carriers on phonons and boundaries of crystallites. In second, this is carrier scattering on phonons, which includes scattering on different modes of graphite and intercalate. Thus, in a first approximation the summarized temperature dependence of charge carriers mean free path is determined by the temperature 
where L 0 and C are constants. Thus, the two-dimensional resistivity for second stage GICs in terms of two-dimensional model of the electronic structure can be written as
where b is the distance between neighboring atoms in a graphite layer, c 0 is the wave functions overlap integral for neighboring atoms in a graphite layer, E F is the Fermi energy level.
To analyze the temperature dependences of electrical resistivity expression for q a taking into account the relations (4) and (5) conveniently presented as
From experimental data on electrical resistivity q a (T) for GICs based on structurally different graphites with different intercalates coefficients A, B, C and Fermi energy E F have been calculated. The values of coefficients A, B, C and Fermi energy E F are given in Table 2 .
As it is shown from Table 2 the experimentally determined value of C ¼ 1.6 for both GIC based on FPG and HOPG. The temperature-independent term B is in 2.5-3.5 times higher for GICs-based on FPG in comparison with GICs based on HOPG while as factor A (factor at T) is in 10-20 times greater for GICs based in HOPG compared with GICs based on FPG.
Thus, the main mechanisms that determine the temperature dependence of the resistivity q a in the temperature range 60-300 K for both the GICs based on VOPH and for the GICs based on FPG are the same. These compounds are characterized by positive resistivity temperature coefficient, which weakly depends on the type of intercalate and significantly decreases with decreasing of crystallite size of the source graphite. Figure 2 presents the calculated with Eq. (6) temperature dependences of resistivity q a (T).
As it is revealed from figure Eq. (6) very well describes the experimental dependence q a (T) at the high temperature. While at low temperatures significant deviation from dependence (6) is observed. The minimum on the curves q a (T) indicates that for GICs in low-temperature interval conductivity mechanism is different from the classic. Such abnormal temperature dependence of resistivity may be related with effect of weak localization and electron-electron interaction charge carriers that occur for weekly disordered systems k F ¼ L ef . The electrical conductivity with additions due to quantum effects can be written as rðTÞ ¼ r cl ðTÞ þ dr q ðTÞ; dr q ðTÞ ¼ dr loc ðTÞ þ dr int ðTÞ;
where r cl is the classic conductivity, dr q -addition to conductivity due to quantum effects, dr q consists the addition due to carriers weak localization effects dr loc and addition due to carriers interaction effects dr int . For two-dimensional systems weak localization addition to conductivity d2r loc is [17] [18] [19] [20] 
and interaction addition dr 2int is
where s 0 is the charge carriers relaxation time, s u is wave function phase relaxation time,
is dimensionality of system 21, 22 ) a is numerical coefficient that depends on the ratio between s u and s 0 ; c is numerical coefficient that reflects the degree of carriers screening. With use Eqs. (7)- (9) addition to two-dimensional conductivity is 
or in simplified form
where
Thus, for two-dimensional system additions to conductivity related with manifestation of quantum effects of charge carriers weak localization and interaction are proportional to ln T. Figure 3 presents the temperature dependence dr(T) ¼ dr 2exp (T) À dr cl (T) for GICs specimens, where r 2 exp ¼ I S =ð2q a exp Þ according to simple two-dimensional model of GICs electron structure, r cl is calculated with use Eq. (7).
As it is shown Fig. 3 , linear dependence of dr from ln T is observed. Such dependence dr (ln T) indicates the possibility of realization of quantum effects of weak localization and interaction in GICs and the two-dimensional character of conductivity in them. From dependences dr (ln T) the coefficients K and E were determined (Table 3 ) and with use Eq. (11) the constants c, a, and s 0 were calculated. For calculation the value of A* is taken as in Ref. 9 . Values of constants are in Table 3 . In Table 3 also the values of Fermi energy E F and resistivity in minimum q a min are presented.
As can be seen from the table, for all specimens of GICs constant c, which is related with shielding of charge carriers at the interaction, exceeds the constant a that is responsible for weak localization, about 6-7 times. Figure 4 presents the calculated according to (9) addition to conductivity dr 2q with use calculated parameters c, a, and s 0 .
As is shown at Fig. 4 calculated addition dr 2q well coincides with the experimentally determined dr(T) ¼ dr 2exp (T) À dr cl (T).
Conclusions
Thus, the revealed low-temperature anomalies in the resistivity of acceptor type GICs based on FPG can be explained as for source for intercalation FPG in the terms of theory of charge carriers weak localization and interaction effects. For GICs the additions to conductivity due to weak localization and interaction are two-dimensional in contrast to the three-dimensional additions to conductivity for source for intercalation GPG. The comparative analysis of the calculated values of shielding constants c and weak localization constants a for GICs with different acceptor intercalates allows us to conclude that for low stage GICs based on FPG low-temperature peculiarities in the conductivity caused mainly by effect of the charge carriers interaction. For GICs based on HOPG the low-temperature anomalies in the conductivity were not revealed. 
